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BIBLE !iKllL 

Mmiorize@ verte 

and apply lt to a
real4ife Situation. 

fvlei11brize 2 P�tet 1:21 
in your preferred Bible 
trahslatlah. 

Write th!a: verse in 
your own Vlioi'ds. 

finally, writ� tv�t.i bi 
three sententef her� 
or in a joutnal stating 
how this \Jer�e c�n h�!p 
you make a diff!tu!t 
decision or face a 
thalh:mgii'I� 5itual:kir.. 
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19So we have the prophetic word strongly confirmed. You will do 

well to pay attention to it, as to a lamp shining in a dismal place,
until the day dawns and the morning star rises in your hearts. 

What did Peter mean when he said the Morning Star would rise 
"in your hearts" (2 Pet 1:19)'? Did he spiritualize the second coming 
of Christ, believing it would happen only in a spiritual sense, or was 
there another meaning? Ifhe did spiritualize it, it would be counter to 
the teaching of the remainder of the book, because Peter was looking 
for a bodily return of Jesus Christ. Peter was displaying the effect of 
Christ's return. When the Morning Star (Christ) rises, it will shine 
the full light of Chri .. st' s presence .into our hearts, and believers will 
be transformed by it. 

20First of all, you should know this: No prophecy of Scripture 
comes from one,s own interpretation. 

There ai:e two ways to understand the meaning of the word 
interpretation. It could mean interpretation, but it could also mean 
origin. Translated as interpretation, the meaning of the verse is that 
no person is able to interpret Scripture wrrhout the assistance of the 
Holy Spirit. Private interpretations devoid of the Spirit's teaching 
aren't acceptable. If the word is translated as origin, it means people 
can't make up their own meanings of Scripture. The meanings don't 
originate with them but wi...th the biblical ,;vri.ters and the Holy Spirit 

Both of these interpretations are similar. The principle Peter expressed 
is that prophecy originates with the Holy Spirit and is neither man
made nor freely interpreted by man. The false teachers in the first 
centlli-y were distorting Scripture for their own usages. Peter called 
them to follow the leading of the Spirit. 

21 
••• because no prophecy ever came bythe will of man; instead,

men spoke from God as they were moved by the Holy Spirit. 

This verse provides the dearest example of the way inspiration 
worked as falliblf' mPn. ,"0,--ra.te mfa\!.ilil!" .S..'<rinp11::'\JPt.iR: wa.y,- rn.sprration 

worked as fallible men ·wrote infallible Scripture. Peter stated that 
"no prophecy ever came by the will of man." Biblical writers didn't 
sit down one day and say, "I'm going to write the Bible." They wrote 
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